Dear IRG members,

I have made revisions to IRG PnP V7 to produce this document as IRG PnP V8 draft based on IRG Special Meeting No. 44 Recommendation IRG M44.6 for kTotalStrokes and IRG working set naming convention change.

While making revision to our naming convention change, I noted that the terminology of IRG Working Set may be confusing. So in this document, I introduced a new term called the IRG Collection. An IRG Collection refers to a consolidated ideograph list from all submitters in response to an IRG call. Depending on the size of the collection, we may have a single working set(using 4,000 as the limit), or a number of working sets depending on the total number of ideographs in this collection. The split will be done based on the Guidelines in Annex L for producing working sets. For example By distinguishing “Collection” from Working Sets, our IRG CJK F as an extension, is an IRG Collection, F1 and F2 are the two working sets within this collection. Using this new naming method, our next collection would be IRG Collection 2015. If we do not split it, it would be IRG Working Set 2015. If we split it (say to two working sets), we will call them IRG Working Set 2015A, IRG Working Set 2015B. Do keep this in mind when reviewing this document. If you have better suggestions, do send your feedback and we can discuss in IRG Meeting No. 45.

I have also revised the Submission Form to include kTotalStrokes as one field. Members who will submit your ideographs for the new working set(new collection), you can use this form for your submission.

Please also note that I did find the word “frozen” in 3.8.c. (this is in response to Prof. Kim’s question in IRG meeting No. 44). So, I don’t need to add it.

I realized that in M44.6, we did not specify the time line for my revision and your feedback, may I ask you to do this review soonest possible, and I will appreciate it if you can send your feedback on Oct. 30, 2015 (2 weeks before IRG Meeting No. 45.).

I look forward to your feedback.

Lu Qin